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Additional Safeguards to Support Safety
While the coronavirus is highly contagious, following key steps and safeguards
helps to mitigate the transmission of infection while supporting safe care at home.
Restaffing Due to Illness
If a Care Pro is sick or has a fever, they
must stay home—and we don’t penalize
anyone for missing a visit due to illness.
We’ll immediately notify you and begin
restaffing the visit, and the Care Pro will be
removed from any care visits and cleared
to return to work in accordance with public
health guidelines.
Hand Washing
When arriving at a client’s home, our Care
Pros are instructed via our app to wash their
hands immediately before starting care.
Gloves
When using gloves to help a client with
personal care, Care Pros are instructed to
dispose of them immediately after use.

Thermometers
We’re working to make sure every Care Pro
has a thermometer so they can do pre-visit
temperature checks via Honor’s proprietary
app before each visit.
Post-Symptom Clearance
If a Care Pro has exhibited any flu-like
symptoms and been taken off the schedule,
they must pass our new, enhanced
clearance process before returning to work,
in accordance with CDC guidelines.
Increased Communication
In addition to our Care Notes sent after each
visit, we’re sending clients frequent updates
on our new policies and protocols to keep
families informed.
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